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IELTS SPEAKING PART 3 
 

Topic: Reading Books. 
 

Q. 1: Do you generally read many books or prefer watching TV? Why? 
Answer: I prefer reading books to watching random television shows. However, this does not 

imply that I despise watching television. On the contrary, reading is a far superior habit to 

watching tv. Every book teaches us something new, and the time spent reading a book is 

more productive. I can't say the same for television. We frequently watch television to pass 

the time and end up flipping through channels rather than watching something meaningful. 

 

Q. 2: What kind of books are considered good reads, in your opinion? 
Answer: Books that are appropriate for the reader's age and do not contain any hate speech 

or offensive materials, in my opinion, are a good choice. In general, a book is a good read if it 

can pique readers' interest, make them think, or teach them something new. A compelling 

story and character development are always critical indicators for a good read, in my opinion. 

However, I frequently enjoy books because they are educational and are based on actual 

events. 

 

Q. 3: Do you think people read nowadays as they did in the past? 
Answer: I believe we always had readers in our society, and we still have those who enjoy 

reading books more than any other activity. However, the way people read in the past has 

changed. We now have digital devices to read books and the Internet to download and read 

any book we like. These days the young generation seems more interested in technology than 

books but as I have said, we still have a good number of readers who use the technology to 

read books of their favorite writers. Online platforms also enable us to express ourselves 

about writers and their books more openly. 

 

Q. 4: Do you regard famous writers as good role models? 
Answer: If we consider famous writers in general, they are better role models for us than 

many politicians, celebrities, and athletes. However, we should follow them through their 

writings, contributions to society, and good deeds, not the few who set bad examples in their 

personal lives. Writers have always inspired us, and they still do in numerous ways. So if we 

consider famous writers as our role models, we will have more to gain than lose. 

 

Q. 5: If a movie is based on a book, would you prefer to read the book or watch the 

film? Why? 
Answer: I'd like to read the book and watch the movie. However, my personal experience 

has taught me that, in most cases, readers are superior to film. Watching a movie is more 

exciting to many people, and the film's interesting visual effects make it even more 

appealing. On the other hand, books can have a more significant impact on a reader than 

movies. While movies can bring entire worlds to life before our eyes, making characters 

come to life, books ignite our imagination and transport us to a world we are unfamiliar with. 

The journey allows us to feel each of the characters' experiences, leaving a lasting impression 

in our minds. So, while I may forego watching a few good films based on books, I would not 

want to miss out on those books. 

 

Q. 6: How do our reading habits change as we grow up? Why does it happen? 
Answer: We tend to read more as we get older, and our reading habits are based solely on 

our interests rather than academic requirements. We are so innocent in our childhood that a 
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fairy tale can transport us to a beautiful mythical world. We aspire to be like the hero or 

heroine who possesses magical abilities to destroy evil. However, as we grow older, our 

minds mature and require more beneficial ingredients to be challenged and entertained. Thus, 

as adults, we aspire to be like a real-life heroes. However, rather than possessing a mysterious 

power, he has sheer willpower and determination to face challenges and change the world or 

the people around him. 
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